
First published in1973, Fire Protection has become
the "must read" for anyone in the fire and many
related fields. No stranger to both editorial and
design awards it continued this winning trend in
2013 by scooping a "Highly Commended" PICA
Award, in the business to business category,
related to essential services including education,
health care/critical or emergency care,
conservation as well as safety and security.
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Representing a wider sector
In an environment of rapidly shrinking magazine
circulation statistics, Fire Protection will now be
increasing its reach. It is recognised by the Fire
Detection Installers Association (FDIA), South
African Flameproofing Association (SAFA) and the
Fire Detection Inspection Bureau (FDIB) who use
the magazine as a news and information vehicle
for their members - not only in South Africa but
on the rest of the continent and abroad.
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W ind power is an important and growing source of
renewable energy in many parts of the world,
including South Africa. Due to the wind conditions

that prevail out at sea, offshore wind power is a promising
option, although onshore wind farms are by no means
uncommon.

As reliance on wind power grows, optimising reliability
and reducing disruption to production becomes more
important. One cause of interruption for wind power

stations is the occurrence of fire within the wind turbine.
According to International Fire Protection magazine, it is
estimated that 0,3-0,5 fire incidents of this nature occur per
1 000 power stations (onshore and offshore) per year. SP
Technical Research Institute of Sweden carried out a study
of fires in wind turbines – primarily in the offshore
environment – and raised a series of questions on the topic. 

The study notes that there is a societal push to identify
and optimise alternative sources of power generation. Wind
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Fire safety issuesin wind turbines

published documents, form an integral

part of the BS 7974 framework. 

A rational design is the

performance-based design of fire safety

and prevention mechanisms and

strategies in a building in order to

provide the same, or better, fire safety

levels of the National Building

Regulations, where the prescriptive

requirements cannot be applied. This

process is not elective, inasmuch as that

only certain parts of the framework

may be used, or that the results of the

process are subjective or optional.

A rational design commences with a

fire-risk consultant visiting the

premises, or reviewing a set of new

building plans, to undertake a

comprehensive evaluation of all areas

of the property to inspect every aspect

of fire safety and risk in detail, ASP Fire

CEO Michael van Niekerk explains.

Building behaviour

during fire situations

“Rational design takes into account the

behaviour of a building during a fire,

meaning the structure must be

designed accordingly, thereby

minimising any potentially devastating

impact. Engaging a fire engineer at the

earliest possible stage of the design can

avoid costly fire-protection systems by

designing from the start with fire in

mind.”

Following the qualitative review, the

next step is quantitative analysis in

accordance with BS 7974. Here the

main focus is on the development of

fire within the enclosure of origin, the

spread of smoke, structural response

and fire spread beyond the enclosure of

origin, detection of fire and activation

of fire-protection systems, fire-services

intervention, and evacuation of

occupants. 

Assessment against criteria is the

final step, where the fire-safety designs

developed during the engineering

analysis are assessed to ensure that the

objectives established at the beginning

of the process are, in fact, met.

Upon completion of the fire-risk

assessment and drafting of the rational

design report, organisations such as ASP

Fire will provide the client with practical

actions to implement. The report

comprises a detailed and documented

objective fire-risk assessment, as well as

fire-engineering calculations and

analysis where required, covering all

aspects of fire risk and safety.

“This guides the client in protecting

its business, employees and customers

by providing prioritised

recommendations for action in order to

rectify problem areas and strengthen

existing fire-safety procedures. This also

ensures that the client complies with

fire-safety regulations for the

protection of life, property and the

environment,” Van Niekerk highlights.

These organisations will also work

closely with insurance brokers and

underwriters to address a client’s fire

risk based on the outcomes of the fire-

safety risk assessment report. This

assists in preventing damage to

property and products, loss of life,

financial loss, consequential loss of

profit, loss of productivity and insurance

repercussions.
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All buildings in South Africa must comply with the national building regulations and building standards

T
he qualitative review under

rational design includes an

architectural review, fire-safety

objectives, fire hazards and risks,

trial fire-safety designs, and worst-case

fire scenarios for analysis. For example,

consultants often ignore the building

roof’s geometry and the required

substitute rectangular volume used in

smoke-fill formulae.

All buildings in South Africa must

comply with the requirements of the

National Building Regulations and

Building Standards Act, 1977 (Act No.

103 of 1977), Fire Protection, as set out

in SANS 10400 Part T: 2011. Any

digression from the prescriptive

requirements requires a rational design.

This has to be completed in

accordance with the fire engineering

methodology framework requirements

of BS 7974. The Application of Fire

Safety Engineering Principles to the

Design of Buildings, supported by the
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RATIONAL DESIGN

Understanding the role

of architectural review

in rational design

A rational design is the performance-based design of fire-safety measures in a building
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SA’s Premier 
Magazine for Fire 
Professionals
Published quarterly by 
The Fire Protection Association of
Southern Africa
Editorial contributions are welcome:
Send submissions to the Editor, Mike
Simpson
Email mike@media-simpson.com or
technical@fpasa.co.za

Choice topics for a diverse readership
Fire Protection is dedicated to saving lives and protecting
property and has been expanded to entrench its status as
the premier fire journal in Africa.
Tender awards, company and personality profiles will add
to the flavour of the magazine which will continue to
cover the technical, statistical and fire reporting - topics
that are so well received currently.
This fresh approach will ensure that Fire Protection reaches
insurance companies, specifiers, approvers and high-end
clients such as government and municipal departments,
architects and consulting engineers - providing valuable
and worthwhile extended reach for our advertisers.

2020 InFIReS Conference
The FPASA has, since its inception, rendered beneficial services to the short-term insurance
industry. Through InFIReS (Insurer Fire Impact Reduction Strategy), we are able to make an even
more meaningful contribution to reducing the impact of fire in the insured environment through
research, projects and representation. InFIReS also ensures that the short-term insurance
industry continues to be provided with a recognised and credible fire safety voice and
mechanism to demonstrate their commitment and contribution to improving fire safety and to
reduce the impact of fire both within the industry and society as a whole.

The Fire Protection Association of Southern Africa convened an inaugural InFIReS Seminar in
2015 which was attended by around 100 key insurance industry executives and legal firm
representatives.   Following on from the success of the event last year, this event will be run this
year during the Securex event at Gallagher in May. This is a “must-attend” event for insurance
technical staff and will provide feedback on projects and representation in which the FPASA is
involved addressing highly topical issues of concern to the insurance industry.

The expectation is that the conference this year will likely attract around 100 delegates from
the insurance and legal industries and provides a key target market of decision makers and
influencers that would be a valuable audience for the fire industry to connect with and to
market to.

Conference packages

Platinum R40,000 Gold R30,000

Silver R18,000 Delegate bags R3,500
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Be a Winner !
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A utomatic sprinklers and smoke-control ventilation

systems are not incongruous. However, they must

be designed explicitly with each other in mind when

approaching a fire-safety system design for a building.
The primary, and most important, fire-safety objective,

as stated in T1.1(a), A1 of SANS 10400-T, is that the

protection of occupants or users, including persons with

disabilities, is ensured, and that provision is made for the

safe evacuation of such occupants or users. “Life safety is

paramount. One is able to rebuild a building, or replace

goods and equipment destroyed in a fire. But one cannot

replace a life lost to fire,” ASP Fire CEO Michael van Niekerk

stresses.

SANS 10400-T prescribes the maximum areas and

storage heights for various occupancies that are permitted

without the installation of an automatic sprinkler system in

‘Table 3, Section 4.4. Division Areas’. Sprinklers are necessary

when a fire load within a building is so great that it renders

human intervention within an enclosure impossible.
Sprinklers are also necessary for life safety when the

floor area, horizontal travel distances, or height of a building

require protection of the occupants during an evacuation.

One can, however, compartmentalise a large building, or

provide emergency routes, so that occupants can move from

or, if necessary, through the enclosure of origin of a fire to a

separate, safer area within the building and, ultimately, to

the street or safe area outside of the building.
Sprinklers are therefore not mandatory in all buildings

where adequate life-safety systems are installed. Smoke

ventilation is required in any enclosure greater than 500m²

in floor area. SANS 10400-T states in Section 4.42 that anFire Protection • June 2019 27
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FIRE SAFETY IN BUILDINGS

Fire safety inbuildings mustintegrate sprinklerswith smoke control

The main aim of smoke-control ventilation is to allow occupants to evacuate the enclosure of origin of a fire

F
rom concentrated solar power

(CSP) systems to oil-seed

extraction plants, printing plants,

and even explosives manufacturing

facilities, fire-engineering specialists

must offer a range of solutions for

highly hazardous environments.

Fire risk in an industrial

environment is often not localised to a

specific area, which means that any

potential hazards are not easy to

identify and mitigate as a result, ASP

Fire CEO Michael van Niekerk

highlights.

Environments where there is a risk

of flammable vapour discharge call for a

different focus, as any kind of ignition

must be prevented from occurring.

“Stopping a fire before it starts is the

fundamental approach we adhere to,”

Van Niekerk stresses.

If a particular industrial

environment poses any danger of

flammable vapour being emitted, then

it has to be ventilated accordingly. In

addition, detection equipment has to

be installed that can trigger emergency

ventilation if need be. If this measure is

insufficient, special foam-pouring

equipment can also be installed to

spray a foam layer over any large

solvent spill, thereby preventing it from

evaporating and forming a flammable

vapour.

“An atmosphere containing

combustible dust can be more

dangerous than an atmosphere

containing flammable vapour,” Van

Niekerk points out. When vapour burns,

the concentration of fuel in the air

might be 1.7% by volume.

Solid dust particles, on the other
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Highly hazardous environments include concentrated solar power (CSP) systems
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HAZARDOUS ENVIRONMENTS

Fire engineers must offer

complete solutions for

highly hazardous

environments
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THE ASSOCIATION offers a range of fire risk
management, consulting and engineering
services. These include fire risk assessments,

legal compliance reviews, fire safety audits, fire
investigations, fire and evacuation procedures
and plans; along with general fire safety
management consulting.

A wide range of courses is offered by the FPA
Fire College. Among these are the
Confederation of Fire Protection Associations
(Europe) Diploma in Fire Prevention and the
CFPA Europe Principles of Fire Engineering
course.

All insurer research, projects and
representation has been aligned with the
FPASA's Insurer Fire Impact Reduction Strategy
(lnFIReS) and the Technical Department is able
to offer insurer specific support services
including risk surveys/assessments:  legal
compliance reviews; and opinions regarding the
adequacy of building fire designs from a
property protection perspective.

InFIReS provides the insurance industry with
a credible fire safety voice while contributing to
the reduction of the impact of fire in an insured
environment.

It oversees three sub-committees which deal
with:
▲ Legislation, Codes and Standards 
▲ Fire Service Oversight 
▲ Research Projects

On-going lnFIReS initiatives include:
▲ The Fire Brigade Classification Project
▲ Representation at the SABS, SAQCC, NAFSAC

and Fire Brigade Board Meetings
▲ Fire loss review reports
▲ The National Fire Information Resource

(NatFIRe) facility to improve the collection,
collation and availability of National Fire
Loss Statistics and other meaningful fire loss
information
The membership options and benefits add

value to any organisation with an interest in fire
engineering, fire prevention, fire protection, or
fire safety management.

Fire Protection Association
of Southern Africa

FPASA
P O Box 15467 Impala Park 1472
Tel: (011) 397 1618, Satellite Tel: (011) 552-6908/9 Fax: (011) 397 1160

(Incorporated Association not for Gain.Reg. No. 1973/000022/08)

steel in and of itself does not necessarily provide the

structural stability required for a residence, as it begins to

deform when exposed to temperatures over 550°C. “Thus

we obviously have to ensure the building is safe for

occupants in the event of a fire, and does not collapse

around them. The next point is to ensure that the

neighbouring buildings on the adjacent properties would not

be affected in the event of a fire in any of these units.”

The containers themselves were clad inside and outside

for aesthetic purposes. Timber cladding was specified on one

unit, which required ASP Fire to check that the distance from

the adjacent structure complied with the fire-safety

regulations.
“Here the option is either to treat the timber cladding so

it is fire-resistant, or to specify a fire-rated fibre-cement

board that resembles timber in its look and feel, as is

common with American homes,” Van Niekerk elaborates.

Modern cladding materials used in dry walling, ranging from

gypsum to fibre board, have varying degrees of fire rating.

“Our main approach was to look at each individual

structure in terms of its fire-safety compliance. For example,

one was multi-level, where we had to take into account that

there were people above and below. We also had to be

mindful of fire safety in the braai and bar area, and the

outside area where gas cylinders were stored.” 

ASP Fire’s recommendations to the architect were

subsequently submitted along with the final plans to the

Cape Town City Council for approval. “I am confident that all

of our recommendations will be approved, as we have

extensive experience in this regard,” Van Niekerk adds.

“The container home trend is not only environmentally

important in that it repurposes existing structures; it is also

quite easy to make these compliant with all of the necessary

building and fire-safety regulations.” 
For further information, contact:

Michael van Niekerk
ASP Fire CEOPhone: +27 (0) 11 452 2169

Cell: +27 (0) 83 779 1701

Email: michael@aspfire.co.za
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Container homes still need to comply with all building and fire-safety regulations

R epurposing shipping containers for residential

dwellings is a new trend in Cape Town. However, it

is important to note that so-called container homes

still need to comply with all building and fire-safety

regulations, in addition to the architectural plans receiving

council approval prior to construction.

Fire engineering specialist, ASP Fire of Johannesburg, was

recently tasked by a Cape Town architect to vet the plans for

two such container homes. “The homes essentially consist of

a shipping container shell, arranged on-site to form the main

structure, which is repurposed as a home,” ASP Fire CEO

Michael van Niekerk explains.
Several factors had to be taken into account in terms of

the fire-rating approval. Firstly, Van Niekerk points out that
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CONTAINER HOMES

Experts warn that
repurposed container

homes must comply
with fire regulations 

ASP Fire had to look at each individual structure in terms of its fire-safety compliance

Construction work on the airport commenced in

December 2014 and the steel stru
cture of the terminal was

formed in June 2017. The construction was completed in

June 2019.

Beijing Daxing places the city of Beijing alongside some

of the most prominent metropolises in the world. The airport

is expected to replace the Hartsfie
ld-Jackson Atlanta

International Airport in the US as the world’s busiest.

The project included the construction of airline bases, an

intercity railway, high-speed subway, highway and an air-

traffic control tower.

Netherlands Airport Consultants (N
ACO), a Dutch airport

consulting firm
, won the bid to design the new airport’s

master plan. The airport has four civilian runways and one
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Beijing Daxing International Airport, w
hich is expected

to be north China’s commercial aviation hub, was

opened for operations in September 2019 following more

than four years of construction.

The Government of China announced the long-awaited

approval for the construction of a new international airport

in January 2013. The new airport is 
located in Daxing, a

suburban distric
t south of the city. It w

ill reduce congestion

at the existing airport and cater to the needs of Beijing

passengers.

The new airport was developed at a cost of around

US$17-billion, while the projects in its p
eriphery attracted

investments of approximately US$46.2-billion. It is
 expected

to handle 72-million passengers and two-million tonnes of

cargo a year by 2025.
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AIRPORT DESIGN & FIRE SAFETY

New Beijing airport

poses huge fire

safety challenges


